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I. BACKGROUND
A. Dependent Types
Dependently-typed languages [9] possess a type system with
enough expressive power to describe formal specifications and
prove that implementations behave according to them. Dependent type systems are necessarily undecidable as they perform
formal reasoning about the behavior of an implementation;
however, with this comes the power of being able to guarantee
very strong safety properties of programs. Dependent types
have seen use in a compiler [8], low-level programming [3],
OS kernel components [1], web programming [4], and others.
Looking further, the NSF DeepSpec [5] initiative actively
seeks to develop methods for applying dependent types and
verification to real-world applications. Several languages have
arisen from current research efforts on dependent types, including Coq, Agda, Idris, and more recently, Lean. There
are also a number of verification tools that have arisen from
automated reasoning research, including ACL2, Dafny, and
others. While it is possible to build software using these tools,
they tend to be ill-suited for large-scale industrial software
development.
B. Pragmatics of Industrial Programming Languages
There is a substantial body of knowledge and practice that
deals with the factors that make a programming language
usable in an industrial setting. Industrial-scale software development necessitates solving problems such as organization of large bodies of code, backward/forward compatibility,
managing evolution over time, promoting good development
practices, maintainability, and other such issues. Knowledge
on this subject arguably exists in its purest form as institutional knowledge in organizations that maintain widely-used
languages, such as OpenJDK (the organization responsible
for the Java language), and tends to be published in industry
conferences, keynotes and other talks or design documents for
major languages rather than in traditional academic sources.
Despite its existence primarily outside of academic sources,
we believe this body of knowledge is valuable and beneficial. It encompasses both the demands that emerge at very
large adoption and development scales as well as techniques
proven effective at resolving such demands [7], deals with
presenting complex ideas in a manner that is accessible to
everyday programmers [6], and addresses the nontrivial task
of implementing advanced ideas in the context of a working
programming language.

II. A V ISION OF P RAGMATIC D EPENDENTLY-T YPED
L ANGUAGES
Our goal is to present the case that industrial pragmatics
and formal methods can be integrated, that doing so would
be benefical particularly from a security perspective, and to
present a vision of how this might be accomplished.
A. Formal Methods in Iterative and Agile Settings
Agile, iterative development methodologies are a reality
of industrial software development. Moreover, even in the
most traditional, regimented processes, the pattern of software
development employed by individuals tends to follow an
iterative, exploratory path. These realities are at odds with
the design of current dependently-typed languages and many
formal verification tools, which tend to expect a program to
be proven correct before it can be executed.
A key component of our vision is the notion that formal
methods are not fundamentally at odds with agility and iterative development. To realize this vision, it is necessary
for dependently-typed languages to adopt a “pay-as-you-go”
model, presenting users the option of formally verifying functional components rather than the requirement of doing so.
We advocate for the adoption of a gradual proof-checking
design for dependently typed languages. In this design, proofchecking is separated from traditional type-checking, which
generates proof obligations that can be proven to guarantee
safety. This can be combined with gradual typing to provide
a smooth transition from prototype to verified code. In this
paradigm, dependent type systems amount to a reasoning
system built into the language.
B. Managing Large Bodies of Verified Software
The challenge of how to manage large bodies of verified
software- including the proofs -must be addressed if dependent
types are to be usable in industrial settings. Proof automation
is a major component of this vision. It has already been used to
achieve an impressive level of automation and has been used
to verify implementations of complex systems with almost no
user input [2], [3]. Modern dependent-typed languages have
some manner of proof-automation environment; we advocate
a design where proofs can be written in the language itself
and run in a managed environment. We also advocate the
integration of object-oriented classes and typeclasses with
dependent types and the design of new language features
that allow the abstraction of proofs and theories. Finally, we
advocate the application of API design to formal theories to
create useful abstractions for verifying programs.
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